
ACING isn’t exactly renowned for drastic

changes to its format, so the concept of a team-

based competition such as the £1.8m Racing

League which arrives in 2021 is worth

examining.

The Racing League has been created by an operation

called Championship Horse Racing (CHR) which describes

the concept on its website (www.racingleague.uk) as: “An

evolution of one of the world’s most popular spectator

sports”. 

One can imagine PR executives alternately adding and

removing the letter ‘R’ to and from the second word in that

sentence to see whether the cat would lick it up when they

finally threw it out there.

The apposite definition of ‘evolution’ in this context, given

by the Oxford English Dictionary, is “the gradual

development of something”. So it is interesting to ponder the

question: Is racing in teams the future?

No, racing in teams is the present. Johnston Racing is a

team. It is a team headed by the Johnston family but

encompassing hundreds of other humans: the dedicated staff

who put their heart and soul into the care of the horse and the

administration of the business; the owners who commit

themselves financially and emotionally, despite the reality of

a disappointing return in prize-money from the sport; and the

jockeys who compete for every marginal gain, despite the

evident danger of every split-second to life and wellbeing.

The Racing League is trying to change this dynamic –

extant for hundreds of years – by uniting hitherto independent

trainers (2 to 4), jockeys (3) and horses (30) in co-operative

entities under the purview of a manager. There will be 12 of

these teams competing in a series of 36 handicap races taking

place over six meetings next July, August and September.

Last month, a press release announced changes to the

Racing League, whose launch date has been delayed by a

year. One of these was the denomination of the first six teams

of trainers, including one which is comprised of the powerful

operations of the O’Brien brothers Joseph and Donnacha.  

Another change was buried within: a U-turn on the use of

the whip. The original intention was to conduct the series

under hands and heels, with whips carried only for corrective

and safety purposes. The CHR chief executive, Jeremy Wray,

said this was because “we didn’t want [the Racing League] to

become a referendum on the whip”.

ET’S break down what the Racing League is getting

at. Horse racing differs from some sports in making a

more subtle appeal to the human instinct of

partisanship. 

Sports such as football, rugby and cricket demand the

formulation of players who have different skills into clubs

who attract supporters. Some supporters, particularly in

football, take their affiliation to extreme lengths, even

defining the success of their lives according to the fortunes of

their team. And when rival clubs compete for prized

competitions, or even in historic fixtures abstracted from the

success and failure of leagues and cups, a fervent atmosphere

of anticipation develops. This drives gate receipts, media

interest, television revenues and merchandise sales.

These aspects even exist in Formula One, which is a sport

not dissimilar to horse racing in terms of the structure of

competition, with the car replacing the horse, the driver the

jockey and the team boss and mechanics being the trainer and

their staff. Supporters of the Ferrari team, for example, are

referred to as the ‘Tiffosi’ which can be translated from

Italian as ‘someone acting in a fevered manner’.

Though some fans in horse racing align themselves with a

particular stable without needing any substantial link, the
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league of its own?
magnitude of their allegiance is nowhere near the same.

There are no reports of clashes between fans of Godolphin

and Coolmore before the 2,000 Guineas, for instance, and

many would assert that the sport is all the better for it. Even

the attempts at the Cheltenham

Festival to engender an

Anglo-Irish rivalry seem

artificial. 

What really drives

allegiances in horse racing is

betting. True, a punter is more

likely to back the horse of a

stable with which he or she is

more familiar. 

And it is by no means

unknown for some to formulate

a strategy or system based upon

this. But if making a profit is

any kind of an ambition, this is

a limiting ambition, at best, and a rocky road to penury, at

worst.

The Shergar Cup

ACING in teams is not an entirely new concept, in

any case. It has been trialled by the Shergar Cup

which is the jockeys’ competition annually held at

Ascot. Here, teams of four jockeys subdivided by geography

or sex earn points in a series of six handicap races. It is a day

popular with the public, but its resonance as a competitive

entity is less clear. And it receives a mixed reception from

racing professionals and the media.

A common criticism of the Shergar Cup which is sure to

be levelled at the Racing League also is that it depends on a

narrative which isn’t naturally occurring within the sport.

Why should people care about the result?

What’s clear to me about being involved with the Shergar

Cup, first as a selector and now as a consultant, is that most

of the jockeys very much do care about the result. Everyone

else? Not so much. 

The only solution

T seems obvious that racing, and the way fans engage

with it, does not lend itself to an artificial team-based

narrative as anything more than a novelty. 

In some races, fan familiarity with the horse can drive an

emotional investment in the outcome of a race. But that

works mostly with elite horses and, while a precious element

of the sport in its purest form, is hard to leverage frequently

because there are only so many horses capable of capturing

the public imagination and only so many good races in which

they compete. 

Sometimes I believe it is a pitfall of the television coverage

of racing that the presenters are

so close to the sport, they are

more intimately connected with

the connections through social

interaction than the viewers are

ever likely to be. Do those

watching always feel the same

fascination described?

Arguably, the only

substantive way to increase

fan partisanship is to broaden

the ownership base. While this

is not a new idea, what is

worth considering is a novel

way to achieve it.

Because the sport is so heavily dependent on syndicate

participation to increase public engagement, why not create

an official body to license syndicates? It could be like ABTA

for travel agents; in exchange for being able to benefit from

the imprimatur of official status, a syndicate should have to

comply with various stipulations regarding the charges it

makes and the conditions it imposes. This shouldn’t be too

difficult as syndicates such as Johnston Racing’s highly

successful Kingsley Park Partnerships already do this.

If the sport can help trainers maximise its engagement with

all people who might like to own a share of a racehorse, and

partly help to source these via cooperation with sports clubs

and other organisations, it could enable new trainers who

don’t come from privileged backgrounds to make a transition

from working in a stable to actually running one.

Apart from betting, which is problematic if not impossible

to promote from within the sport in the current climate, mass

ownership is the only way to tap into the partisanship that is

missing from racing. The truth is that the sport doesn’t need

to mimic T20 cricket by repackaging itself; it works well as

things stand. Right now, the sport might find this seductive,

but it should be careful not to dilute what has stood the test of

time.

There is nothing wrong with novelty, particularly if it brings

new monies into the sport. Now that CHR have dropped their

misguided attempt to remove the whip from competition – this

is so dangerous to the sport that it must never allow any

potential sponsor to interfere with its competitive ethos – there

is no harm in the Racing League. It will be interesting to see

how it plays out.

But the ‘evolution’ racing really needs to see is ownership

becoming more inclusive, especially for people and collectives

from backgrounds who don’t normally feel partisanship over

the result of a race. Even a very small piece of a racehorse can

engender that. And this is the power of the sport.
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